
PRACTICAL LANDING 
PAGE COPYWRITING 

advice for people who can’t write good and 
want to learn to do other stuff good too



Josh Ledgard
Co-Founder

Computer engineer that rarely knows 
your from you’re, where a comma 
goes, or… 

Well, if he can write high converting 
landing pages it should be easy for 
the rest of you. 



COPYWRITING 
REQUIREMENTS

for landing pages



It’s never been about the grammar or spelling



Research before writing

Document the following: 

● 5 competitor headlines
● 10 keywords targeted
● 5 related products
● 5 traits shared by ideal customers
● 3 things that make your product special

Write your own pitch and test it on 5 people!



Understand the context

Customers don’t know 1% what you know. They 
have context though: 

● Where will visitors come from?
● Do you really have separate audiences? 
● What will potential customers worry about?

Target people with each context to speak more 
directly. 



Be simple. Be direct. Answer “What?”



Why?



Why now?



HEADLINES & 
STORYTELLING

for landing pages



Go bold.



Tell a story.



Get 
aspirational.



S.H.I.N.E.

Specific
About your product and the intended customer.

Helpful
To your customer. Will they learn something?

Immediacy
Why should your customer take action now?

Newsworthy
Was it bold? Is it a good story?

Entertaining
Does it pique the visitors interest?



Don’t lead 
with 

“COMING 
SOON”



MAKING THE CALL
(TO ACTION)

for landing pages



Make it easy to find.



Easy to 
complete.



Match button 
and CTA text.



CONTEST PAGES
Get engaged customers sharing!



Carry over 
branding

colors - images - fonts



Say thanks & 
highlight next 

steps!
what - how - why



Make it easy 
to understand



Don’t forget copy on share buttons
facebook - twitter - etc



THE MORE YOU 
KNOW

for landing pages



Anyone could have social proof.
numbers - quotes - industry



Microcopy & images support headlines
2-3 sentences per point



“Be the first to know!” is not incentive
It’s also a bad strategy



Exit Intent 
Popups

Different
Add Context



WRITE LESS
say more



Questions? 
Comments?

Email support@kickofflabs.com


